
PolarMix: A General Data Augmentation Technique
for LiDAR Point Clouds (Supplemental Material)

1 Implementation details

As described in section 4 of the manuscript, we compare PolarMix with state-of-the-art mixing-based
methods including CutMix [6], Copy-Paste [1], and Mix3D [2] for semantic segmentation of LiDAR
point clouds. CutMix and Copy-Paste are methods from 2D vision, and we extended them into 3D
vision for benchmarking. Specifically, in CutMix we randomly cut rectangles instead of sectors as in
PolarMix; In Copy-Paste we copy instances from one scan and shifts along the x-axis or y-axis before
pasting them into the other scan. Mix3D is a 3D method that directly concatenates two scenes for the
mixing. It is an extension of mixup [7] in the 3D space. We first implement global augmentation
approaches including random rotation and random scaling on two LiDAR scans separately and
then concatenate them for training. We use the same training configurations as the baseline for fair
comparison for all three methods.

2 Parameter learning

Swapping angular range mIoU

No swapping 48.9
Random 45◦ 48.0
Random 90◦ 49.4

Random 135◦ 50.3
Random 180◦ 50.8

(a) Scene-level swapping.

Rotate pasting times mIoU

No pasting 48.9
×1 50.9
×2 52.4
×3 53.2
×4 52.3

(b) Instance-level rotate-pasting.

Table 1: Parameter analysis in PolarMix.

We conduct experiments to examine the effects of using different parameters in PolarMix. We adopt
the same configuration in ablation study (section 4.4 in the manuscript), i.e. we train SPVCNN
with the same training hyper-parameters on sequence 00 of SemanticKITTI and evaluate over the
validation set of SemanticKITTI.

We first study how the azimuth angular range in the scene-level swapping approach (β − α) affects
augmentation effects. Specifically, we randomly crop different angular range of sectors from 360◦ for
point swapping. Table 1 (a) lists results. We can see that randomly swapping sectors of 45◦ slightly
downgraded segmentation performances from 48.9% mIoU to 48.0%. With the increase of the
angular range, performances gains increased and swapping 180◦ reaches the best mIoU improvement
(+1.9%).

We then study the augmentation effects when different numbers of rotate copies (Ω) are pasted in the
instance-level rotate-pasting approach. Table 1 (b) shows the results. We can see that pasting different
numbers of copies of instances from other scans achieved significant mIoU gains continuously. The
more copies the better segmentation performance as shown in ’×1,×2,×3’ in the table, which
indicates the effectiveness of the approach in enriching data distribution. However, copying four
times instances (×4 in the table) sees a slight drop in mIoU gain, largely due to the generated points
being too dense to maintain data structural integrity.
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3 Broader impact

Better learning of LiDAR data will lead to safer autonomous vehicles. It contributes to earlier danger
detection and prevention which can avoid traffic accidents. Besides, LiDAR data has also been
widely applied in robotics and remote sensing, better semantic segmentation and 3D detection for
LiDAR data can improve efficiency in economics and time in many cases, such as rescuing, survey,
navigation, and so on.

4 Quantitative results

We provide quantitative results of semantic segmentation in SemanticKITTI. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show
predictions of SPVCNN trained with or without PolarMix. We can see that PolarMix helps to achieve
better segmentation aligned with the results in Table 1 in manuscript.
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Figure 1: Illustration of semantic segmentation of SemanticKITTI point cloud by SPVCNN. The
left column are examples with ground-truth segmentation; The middle column show predictions of
SPVCNN; The right column show predictions of SPVCNN trained with our PolarMix. We zoom in
areas in red boxes for better illustration. PolarMix can achieve better segmentation results.

5 Analysis

In this section, we conducted experiments to analyze how PolarMix benefits LiDAR point cloud
learning.

PolarMix increases the recognition robustness in spatial locations: We randomly rotate instances in
the testing LiDAR scans and report segmentation performances of MinkNet w/ or w/o using PolarMix,
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Figure 2: Illustration of semantic segmentation of SemanticKITTI point cloud by SPVCNN. The
left column are examples with ground-truth segmentation; The middle column show predictions of
SPVCNN; The right column show predictions of SPVCNN trained with our PolarMix. We zoom in
areas in red boxes for better illustration. PolarMix can achieve better segmentation results.

which evaluates how models recognize instances appearing in different spatial locations. Table 2
below shows experimental results. It can be seen that the baseline performance drops while rotating
instances by different angles. This is largely because the baseline is very sensitive to the spatial
location of instances that is often severely imbalanced in most existing datasets (due to LiDAR data
collection and annotation constraints). As a comparison, PolarMix is more robust to the instance
spatial location without much performance drop. The experimental results show that PolarMix
effectively improves the generalization of the trained LiDAR model (with respect to the instance
spatial location) by generating lots of training samples at different spatial locations.

method 0◦ 45◦ 90◦ 135◦ 180◦

baseline 58.9 58.0(-0.9) 57.6(-1.3) 57.9(-1.0) 57.5 (-1.4)
+PolarMix 65.0 64.9(-0.1) 64.9(-0.1) 65.0(-0.0) 64.8(-0.2)

Table 2: Segmentation with MinkUNet over the validation set of SemanticKITTI with rotated
instances. PolarMix improves the robustness of the baseline clearly with respect to the angular
variations of instances (i.e. spatial location variations).

PolarMix increases the recognition robustness in scene layout: We randomly swap sectors of two
testing scans with different angles, which generates new testing LiDAR scans with different layouts of
road scenes. Similarly, we report segmentation performances of MinkNet w/ or w/o using PolarMix.
The results are summarized in Table 3 below. We can observe that the baseline performance drops
significantly while swapping sectors in the testing set with different angular ranges. However, the
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models trained with PolarMix are more robust with much less performance drop, indicating that
PolarMix improves the robustness of LiDAR models with respect to the scene layout effectively.

method 0◦ 45◦ 90◦ 135◦ 180◦

baseline 58.9 58.0(-0.9) 56.4(-2.5) 56.6(-2.3) 57.6(-1.3)
PolarMix 65.0 64.5(-0.5) 64.5(-0.5) 64.2(-0.8) 64.4(-0.6)

Table 3: Segmentation result of MinkUNet over validation set of SemanticKITTI. We swap sectors of
testing LiDAR scans to diversify layouts of road scenes and report mIoU performances. PolarMix
significantly increases the robustness of the segmentation model.

PolarMix achieves better performance gains over closer points: We evaluated performance gains of
PolarMix in recognizing points across different depth. Specifically, we split points of different ranges
of depth and report segmentation performances of MinkNet over each split. The experimental results
are shown in the Table 4. We can see that the performance gains decreases with the increase of depth.

Depth (in meter) [0,20) [20, 40) [40, 60) [60, 80]
MinkUNet(baseline) 61.0 48.6 29.6 47.7
+PolarMix 66.8(+5.8) 54.8(+6.2) 34.0(+4.4) 48.8(+1.1)

Table 4: Segmentation performances of MinkNet over points in different ranges of depth.

6 PolarMix for unsupervised domain adaptation

As illustrated in Section 4.3, we extend PolarMix for unsupervised domain adaptation. We adopted
the typical self-training strategy which treats confident pseudo labels of target data as ground truth
(i.e., the top 20% of the highest prediction scores initially) and then applies them to re-train the
segmentation networks. The whole training repeats the two processes for five rounds (2 epochs in
each round) with a gradually increasing confidence threshold (adding 5% after each round). The
per-class segmentation result of Table 5 of the manuscript are shown in Table 5 and Table 6.
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Source-Only 42.0 5.0 4.8 0.4 2.5 12.4 43.3 1.8 48.7 4.5 31.0 0.0 18.6 11.5 60.2 30.0 48.3 19.3 3.0 20.4
ADDA [3] 52.5 4.5 11.9 0.3 3.9 9.4 27.9 0.5 52.8 4.9 27.4 0.0 61.0 17.0 57.4 34.5 42.9 23.2 4.5 22.8
Ent-Min [4] 58.3 5.1 14.3 0.6 1.8 14.3 44.5 0.5 50.4 4.3 34.8 0.0 48.3 19.7 67.5 34.8 52.0 33.0 6.1 25.5
ST [8] 62.0 5.0 12.4 1.3 9.2 16.7 44.2 0.4 53.0 2.5 28.4 0.0 57.1 18.7 69.8 35.0 48.7 32.5 6.9 26.5
PCT [5] 53.4 5.4 7.4 0.8 10.9 12.0 43.2 0.3 50.8 3.7 29.4 0.0 48.0 10.4 68.2 33.1 40.0 29.5 6.9 23.9
PCT+ST [5] 70.8 7.3 13.1 1.9 8.4 12.6 44.0 0.6 56.4 4.5 31.8 0.0 66.7 23.7 73.3 34.6 48.4 39.4 11.7 28.9
PolarMix(ours) 76.3 8.4 17.8 3.9 6.0 26.6 40.8 15.9 70.3 0.0 44.4 0.0 68.4 14.7 69.6 38.1 37.1 40.6 10.6 31.0
Table 5: Experiments on unsupervised domain adaptation with SynLiDAR (as source) and Se-
manticKITTI (as target).
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